
Varta:
World’s most optimum  
end-to-end CXM solution 

PRODUCT

BROCHURE

Modern-day customers have elevated expectations. They’ve gone digital, asking for  

convenience and flexibility. The key to surpassing the competition, building customer  

loyalty, and driving revenue is delivering exceptional customer experiences (CX) through  

personalized and omnichannel communications. However, most of the time enterprises  

face hurdles when implementing CX initiatives such as departmental silos, legacy systems,  

distributed workforces, and changing government regulations. FCI’s award-winning  

Customer Experience Management (CXM) solution, Varta, helps companies around  

the world design, manage and deliver personalized, accurate and compliant  

communications across all channels, from one centralized platform; hence creating  

exceptional customer experiences.  

Modern-day customers have  
elevated expectations



BACKED BY THE EXPERTS  
Gartner, Aspire, Capterra, Get App,  
Document Strategy, and Software Advice 

PROVEN RESULTS
98% customer retention rate

EXPERIENCE

A rich, 6 decades of expertise for world class  
leadership from SMB to enterprise  

Over 8 billion personalized experiences  
delivered 

EXPERTISE  

Customer communications are often the only  
interaction point that customers have with brands,  
making your CXM strategy an interlinked roadmap of  
crucial moments in the customer lifecycle. Varta is a  
fully integrated, any-premise, end-to-end CXM  
solution that empowers enterprises to move beyond  
expectations with customer experiences that drive value. 

“We recognized the need to reimagine customer engagement to keep up with ever-evolving  

customer needs. FCI has helped us streamline the communication generation process and  

relieved resources for innovation and ideation. In a competitive market we are now in a much  

better position to deliver much more, much faster.” 

Indranil Ghosh, Technology Head,  
Cards & Payments, ICICI BANK 

98
%



VARTA SOLVES YOUR CCM PROBLEMS  
AND EMOWERS YOU TO:  

Dynamic  
Communications  

EXPEDITE DIGITAL  
TRANSFORMATION  

Cut data migration time and effort by 90%  
with rapid migration technology. Speed your  
transition and optimize customer data  
integration with two-way, HTML5-based forms  
by migrating existing and creating new  
dynamic forms with minimum IT involvement. 

IMPROVE  
CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE

Foster values with the help of meaningful 
experiences delivered when, where, and 
how customers demand. Enable your non-
technical users to create humancentric, 
compliant, on demand or one to many 
communications in minutes, not days. 

ACHIEVE AGILITY

Fetch almost any data format and easily 
integrate with complex legacy and core 
systems to generate personalized  
communications delivered across print 
or digital channels.

ENHANCE VALUE

Reduce operational costs with optimum,  
synchronized workflows for content  
generation and approval. 

GET RID OF SILOS AND  
REDUCE IT DEPENDENCY 

Compliance and legal staff can seamlessly  
and quickly manage, track, audit, and  
approve regulatory language while subject  
matter experts handle personalization in  
pre-defined templates.  FLEXIBLE  

DEPLOYMENT MODELS

Any-premise deployment options (offshore  
and onshore) ensure companies don’t become  
rigid because of their infrastructures that don’t  
grow with their business. The platform provides  
portability, scalability, and high availability for  
your applications. 
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Major capabilities  
of VARTA

• HTML5, email, SMS, print,  
  WhatsApp, pURL, web & mobile   
• Dynamic & interactive   
  communications   
• On demand & batch  
  communications   
• Synchronized  
  omnichannel preview 

Flexible  
deployment options  

• Onshore and Offshore  
• Enable containerized deployments  
  using industry-leading methods  
 
 

Strengthen  
business users

• Customizable approval workflows   
• Business user content authoring   
• Web-based collaboration   
• Enable customer-facing staff  to  
  efficiently personalize 1-to-1  
  communications 

Digital forms  
(or eForms)  

• HTML5-based forms for web &  
  mobile apps   
• Data pre-population   
• Modernize forms, speed workflow 

Speed-up  
digital transformation

• Multiple Legacy system  
  integration   
• Template migration &  
  consolidation   
• CXM platform consolidation 

Major Capabilities of Varta 

BOOST CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE WITH VARTA 

Enhance your CX by powering interactive and  
compliant communications at scale for web,  
mobile, and digital. 

SINGLE PLATFORM, MULTIPLE CHANNELS

Varta is a CXM solution that enables organizations to easily create human- 
centric, responsive, interactive, and compliant omnichannel communications  
(at scale) including in SMS, mobile apps, WhatsApp, and secure web portals.  
Synchronized omnichannel preview, track open rates, and assure  
engagement with automatic next-best-channel delivery in case of failure. 

PERSONALIZED, INTERACTIVE EXPERIENCES  

Make use of existing templates and data from your strongly knit core systems  
to create highly personalized, relevant customer communications, and forms  
for delivery when, where, and how customers prefer. Dynamic digital  
experiences ease the process for your customers to understand with the help  
of interactive charts, graphs, and sliders that are optimized for viewing, while  
powerful HTML5 form creation and electronic signature capabilities make the  
customer experience seamless and efficient.



BOLSTER LOYALTY, DRIVE REVENUE

Varta powers the meaningful connections your customers demand consistently and conveniently – building  
the trust and loyalty that drive value.  

COMMITMENT TO SUCCESS

Our customers have repeatedly affirmed our top-notch customer enablement and success initiatives.  
With an impressive customer satisfaction score we have extensive resources to speed-up your digital  
transformation initiative.  

“We cannot maintain all our current individual systems  
that support single use cases any longer. Only if we do  
things from the customer's perspective, will we maintain  
sustainable and effective customer service.  
We leveraged the best of FCI solution to consolidate 
templates into reusable assets and cut service time  
by more than half. We have and will continue to count  
on FCI’s capabilities to deliver the remarkable.” 

Rohit Kohli
SVP - Customer Services  
& Operations

In the current competitive environment, we need to be  
innovative and customer centric and we are happy to  
be associated with FCI to have the expectation set in  
line with customer delight. The video engagement was  
one of the best in the insurance market delivered by  
TALIC with support of FCI. The service delivery is  
exceptional as they have never stopped even during  
pandemic situation by arranging the secured way of  
in-house arrangements for their staff to work and  
ensure timely deliverable of policy document.

Arunava Roy Mukherjee
Assistant Vice President,  
Operations

8X

Decrease  
in service time 

Increase in  
operational efficiency 

Reduction in  
total cost of ownership 

Increase in load  
handling capability 

25%

2X

60% 



+1 212 225 8430

www.fci-ccm.com

FCI CCM Inc., 21 Jefferson Ave,  
Hicksville, NY 11801

To see FCI in action

Book a Demo

FCI is a leading SaaS-based Customer  
Experience Management solution  
provider that helps businesses to create  
meaningful conversations with their  
customers at every touch point across  
their preferred channels. 

With a global delivery center, we have  
worked with 200+ companies of all sizes  
in the banking, financial services, 
insurance, utility, telecom, and healthcare  
sectors to improve their operational  
efficiency, meet complex regulatory  
compliance, and drive business growth  
with exceptional customer experience.  

About Us


